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Abstract

We use in silico experiments to study the role of the hemodynamics and of the type of disendothe-
lization on the physiopathology of intimal hyperplasia. We apply a multiscale bio-chemo-mechanical
model of intimal hyperplasia on an idealized axisymmetric artery that suffers two kinds of dis-
endothelizations. The model predicts the spatio-temporal evolution of the lesions development,
initially localized at the site of damages, and after few days displaced downstream of the dam-
aged zones, these two stages being observed whatever the kind of damage. Considering macroscopic
quantities, the model sensitivity to pathology-protective and pathology-promoting zones is qualita-
tively consistent with experimental findings. The simulated pathological evolutions demonstrate the
central role of two parameters: (a) the initial damage shape on the morphology of the incipient
stenosis, and (b) the local wall shear stresses on the overall spatio-temporal dynamics of the lesion.

Keywords: Intimal hyperplasia, Growth and Remodelling, Hemodynamics, Wall Shear Stress, Multiscale
modeling
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1 Introduction66

Intimal hyperplasia (IH) is a thickening of the67

intima layer of blood vessel resulting from a tis-68

sue growth. Subbotin [18] define an IH lesion as69

“any cells that form a multi-layer compartment70

internally to the elastic membrane of the arterial71

wall and express alpha-smooth-muscle actin, per-72

manently or transitionally”. Macroscopically, IH73

causes a reduction in the luminal section of a blood74

vessel which can lead to its obstruction. At the75

tissue level, this pathology results from a cascade76

of biological processes causing a structural rear-77

rangement of the intimal layers of the vascular78

wall.79

Hemodynamics is known to modulate the80

development of intimal hyperplasia. Although81

the relationship between vascular adaptation and82

local hemodynamics has been described for over a83

century [2], it was in the 1980s that evidence for a84

relationship between vascular disease development85

and hemodynamics was obtained [8]. We refer to86

the review of Peiffer et al. [15] for a detailed his-87

tory of the influence of hemodynamics on patho-88

logical development. Nowadays, the concept that89

disturbed local hemodynamics is a key factor in90

the development of vascular lesions — with an91

inverse correlation between lesion thickness and92

wall shear stress — is widely accepted [15, 20].93

However, Peiffer et al. [15] noticed that “the evi-94

dence for it (theory) is less clear-cut than might95

at first appear”.96

Despite several decades of high-level medicine97

research field to understand and treat the onset98

of intimal hyperplasia through animal models, in99

vitro and in vivo studies, much remains to be100

understood [18]. As “No new conceptual ideas101

seem to have arisen during the past 50–60 years102

of study of arterial neointimal formation” [18],103

we observe in literature more and more in silico104

studies which propose mathematical model of mul-105

tiple vascular pathologies to test hypotheses or to106

address unresolved questions about pathologies.107

Escuer et al. [7] study the process of restenosis fol-108

lowing the implantation of a stent by a set of par-109

tial differential equation of reaction–diffusion type110

to model the evolution of the lesion. In the con-111

text of tissue-engineered vascular grafts, Khosravi112

et al. [13] propose a mathematical model of the113

development of grafts with bio-chemo-mechanical114

https://gitlab.com/jrme.jansen/pytg/
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equations. Several studies have proposed math-115

ematical models to predict the spatio-temporal116

development of various vascular pathologies by117

considering the coupling with blood flow : Cilla118

et al. [4], Calvez et al. [1] and Corti et al. [5] for119

atherosclerosis, Goodman et al. [10] and Donadoni120

et al. [6] for intimal hyperplasia.121

Starting from the study of Donadoni et al. [6],122

we introduced in Jansen et al. [12] a novel mul-123

tiscale and multiphysics model of intimal hyper-124

plasia in a bio-chemo-mechanical framework. Our125

model considers the interactions between hemo-126

dynamics, cellular dynamics and biochemistry in127

a compartmental approach. This mathematical128

model is based on kinetic differential equations129

for key vascular species (cellular and non cellular130

populations) and growth factors. The model was131

validated on a monodimensional test-case [12].132

In the present study, we strictly apply our133

modelling [12] in a novel geometrical configura-134

tion. The main novelty of this work is about the135

generalization of methods applied to our com-136

partmental modelling into a tridimensional arte-137

rial configuration. We present a methodology to138

manage arterial remodeling in tridimensional con-139

figuration which consider a novel algorithm of140

automatic arterial remodelling with time- and141

space-dependent detection of remodeling criteria.142

We consider an application of our modelling in an143

idealized axisymmetric artery undergoing two dif-144

ferent kinds of initial endothelial damage, and we145

follow the spatio-temporal evolution of the lesions146

predicted by our model. The aim of the present147

paper is therefore threefold: (a) we evaluate the148

response of the model in pathology-protective and149

pathology-promoting zones described in the lit-150

erature [15]; (b) we compare the results of one-151

and tri-dimensional configurations to assess the152

influence of the geometrical configuration; (c) we153

explore the influence of the initial endothelial154

injury on the development of the lesion.155

The article is organized as follows. In section 2,156

we present methods used for computing the157

model of IH in an axisymmetric idealized artery:158

in section 2.1, we present the hemodynamics159

assumptions, equations and numerical methods; in160

section 2.2, we shortly introduce the model of IH;161

section 2.3 is devoted to coupling methods in an162

axisymmetric configuration; finally in section 2.4163

we initialize the physiological–damage conditions164

by defining two types of endothelial damages.165

Section 3 is devoted to the results and discussion of166

the spatio-temporal evolutions of lesions. Section 4167

reports our main conclusions.168

2 Methods169

2.1 Hemodynamics modelling170

In the luminal domain Ωl (see left Figure 1), the171

blood flow is assumed to be a stationary laminar172

flow in a rigid duct, whose dynamics is that of an173

incompressible Newtonian fluid. Hemodynamics is174

therefore governed by the Navier–Stokes equations175

176

∂u

∂t
+ (u ·∇)u = −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∆u in Ωl , (1a)

∇ · u = 0 in Ωl , (1b)

where u is the velocity vector, p the pressure, ρ the177

constant blood density, ν the constant kinematic178

viscosity and µ = ρν the constant dynamical179

viscosity.180

The hemodynamics is characterized by the181

Reynolds number Re = (2Qv) / (πRlν) based on182

the volumic blood flow rate Qv and the lumi-183

nal radius Rl. As in Jansen et al. [12], we choose184

Re0 = 300 at t0, and the initial luminal domain185

is a straight artery of uniform radius R0 and of186

length L = 45R0. Throughout the IH lesion devel-187

opment, we assume axisymmetric morphological188

changes of Ωl, so that hemodynamical variables189

(u, p) are only radially- and axially-dependent.190

Three-dimensional hemodynamically simulations191

are therefore done in a wedge geometry, which is192

used to solve equations in the azimuthal plane,193

assuming axisymmetry of the problem.194

The boundary conditions (BCs) applied at195

each surface of the luminal domain are196
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Fig. 1: (Left) Initial luminal domain of a straight axisymmetric artery modelled by a 3D wedge geometry,
with wedge angle θ = 3°. Ωl is the luminal domain delimited by four surfaces: inlet Γin

l , endothelium wall

Γe
l , outlet Γout

l and wedge sides Γw0,1

l . (Right) Cut of the considered idealized artery in the symmetry
plane (z, y) with z and y respectively the longitudinal and radial directions. The three boundary surfaces
are shown in dashed lines. The arterial segment of length L initially suffers a damage of endothelium
between zl and zu. The endothelial surface Γe

l is the interface between lumen and arterial wall at r = Rl,
the luminal radius. The blow up shows an arterial wall compartment with Ωi the intima layer of thickness
ei between Rl and RIEL (radius of internal elastic lamina), Ωm the media layer of thickness em between
RIEL and REEL (radius of external elastic lamina), Ωa the adventical layer of thickness ea between REEL

and Rext (the external radius of the artery). The whole arterial wall domain is noted Ωw. A uniform
parietal mesh is shown with compartments of length ∆z (blue vertical lines).

at Γin
l :

{
u = umax

(
1− (y/Rl,in)2

)
z ,

∇p · n = 0 ,
(2a)

at Γout
l :

{
(∇u) · n = 0 ,

p = 0 ,
(2b)

197

at Γe
l :

{
u = 0 ,

∇p · n = 0 ,
(2c)

at Γw0,1

l :

{
(∇u) · n = 0 ,

∇p · n = 0 ,
(2d)

198

with spatial domains specified in Figure 1. n is199

the unit normal vector and is Rl,in the inlet lumi-200

nal radius. At inlet, the velocity is prescribed as201

Poiseuille parabolic velocity profile (2a) assuming202

fully developed blood flow upstream the inlet.203

For consistency with the imposed velocity field,204

we assign zero pressure gradient at inlet. At out-205

let (2b), zero gradient is imposed for the velocity206

field and pressure is set to 0, so that the resolved207

pressure field corresponds to pressure variations208

about this reference value. At the endothelium209

surface (2c), a no-slip condition is assumed, i.e.210

zero velocity relative to the wall which is assumed211

rigid in hemodynamical timescale [12]. Finally,212

zero pressure gradient is imposed at wall.213

The wall shear stress (WSS) vector is τw and214

of magnitude τw:215

τw = µ
(
∇u+ ∇uT

)
· n in Ωe , (3a)

τw = |τw| in Ωe . (3b)

It represents the tangential friction stress exer-216

cised by blood on the luminal wall. (3b) is used in217

the present model to account for hemodynamics218

in the IH model.219

CFD computations use the OpenFOAM code ver-220

sion 5.0 [19], a C++ object oriented library widely221

used in research and industry. It is open source,222

efficient, flexible, and easily updatable. OpenFOAM223

implements the Finite Volume Method (FVM) on224

cartesian and colocated grids.225

Under axisymmetric assumption, the compu-226

tational luminal domain is a thin wedge of angle227

θ and of one cell thick along the circumferential228

direction [19] (shown in left Figure 1).229
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We use the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-230

Linked Equations (SIMPLE) solver proposed by231

default in OpenFOAM [19] to solve equations (1)232

with boundary conditions (2). The parameters233

chosen for our OpenFOAM simulations are listed in234

Table 1 for boundary conditions and Table 2 for235

Navier–Stokes equations discretization.236

For the first hemodynamical generation in the237

geometry of Figure 1, we initialize velocity and238

pressure fields as a Poiseuille flow. The initial239

guess velocity profile is in equation (2a) and ini-240

tial pressure field is p(z) = −Gz + pin , with241

G = −(pout − pin)/L the pressure gradient and L242

the total length of the artery.243

The 3D wedge mesh is built using Gmsh [9].244

It is a structured mesh composed of prisms along245

the axis of symmetry of revolution and hexahe-246

dral elements with non-uniform grading in radial247

direction, as well as at inlet and outlet. The cells248

are also denser near wall for accurate evaluation249

of the WSS. Numerical data for the luminal mesh250

discretization are provided in Table 3 and an251

illustration of the mesh construction is shown in252

Figure 14 (d). Luminal mesh parameters for the253

results presented hereafter are chosen after a mesh254

convergence study (see appendix B).255

2.2 Intimal hyperplasia modelling256

The multiscale compartmental model of IH pre-257

sented in [12] describes the kinetic of vascular258

species in layers of a spatial domain called com-259

partment. It considers cellular populations as vas-260

cular smooth muscle cells (vSMCs) — through261

their phenotypical state, contractile (cSMCs) and262

secretory (sSMCs) — endothelial cells (ECs), and263

non cellular population as young and old collagen264

fibers. The model contains biochemical equations265

for growth factors (GFs) dynamics, organized in266

seven families.267

In this paper, we apply our modelling of IH268

development on an axisymmetric idealized artery.269

This section is a brief presentation of the model270

in this novel geometrical configuration.271

Each compartment of arterial volume is272

labeled with upper index, as are all variables local-273

ized in this compartment. The kinetic differential274

equations of our model have the same structure:275

they express the rate of variation in time of a276

variable denoted by index “i” as X j
i in the com-277

partment “j”. This rate of variation is set by the278

sum of the functional properties (FPs). Each vari-279

able is either a species count or a growth factor280

amount. The generic form of model equation is281

therefore282

dX j
i

dt
= M j

i + f0i X
j
i − f1i X j

i + cpj in Ωj
i (4)

where M j
i is a source term, f0i and f1i are two283

FPs — e.g. proliferation and apoptosis — cpj are284

the coupling terms with other variables, and Ωj
i is285

the spatial domain. For the jth compartment, the286

set of differential equations of the model can be287

written in vectorial form as288

dyj

dt
= f(yj,yj(t− τC), τ jw) , (5)

where yj is the vector of variables composed of289

species and GFs, t is the time, yj(t − τC) is the290

vector of variables evaluated at time t − τC with291

τC the collagen ageing delay, τ jw is the magni-292

tude of WSS and f the right-hand-side vector293

function. Equations (5) is solved numerically for294

each compartment over a timespan between t0 and295

tf with an initial condition yj(t0) = yj
0 and a296

given history yj(t) = hj(t) for t0 − τC ≤ t < t0.297

The resolution of the system (5) is done with a298

Runge–Kutta solver based on [17]. For better com-299

parison of tri-dimensional model results with the300

one-dimensional test-case [12], we retain identi-301

cal constants of the models, initial condition and302

history. See Jansen et al. [12] for a detailed descrip-303

tion of the model, including species functional304

properties (SFPs) integrated, constant parame-305

ters, initial and historical conditions and numeri-306

cal time-marching algorithm.307

As mentioned, we apply here the IH model to308

the case of an axisymmetric idealized artery, using309

a tridimensional formulation. Keeping the com-310

partmental approach, we consider an arterial wall311

mesh composed of NTG compartments, in which312

we apply the set of equations (5). Figure 1 (Right)313

shows an illustration of the arterial wall mesh and314

the compartmental configuration, in which there315

is an absence of coupling between neighbouring316

compartments. Thus, the spatial dependences are317

implicit in (a) longitudinal direction due to the318

coupling with the local hemodynamical WSS and319

(b) radial direction by the use of modelled intima320
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and media layers of a compartment. The assump-321

tion of decoupled neighbouring compartments322

results in the neglect of phenomena applying in323

the longitudinal direction, such as molecular dif-324

fusion of GFs or cellular migration, which tend to325

spread out matter and, generally, homogenize it in326

space. Unfortunately, as we neglect these phenom-327

ena, we may produce, from this compartmental328

modelling, significant variability of tissue dynam-329

ics between several neighbouring compartments.330

So-called “non-biophysical gradient of dynam-331

ics” may arise within the compartmental arte-332

rial wall mesh, especially if the hemodynamical333

WSS, a derived variable of a CFD computation,334

is coarsely solved numerically. Macroscopically,335

non-biophysical gradients may thus produce stiff336

morphological changes of the artery which, over337

hemodynamical generations, can lead to a diver-338

gence of the simulation due to under-resolution339

of the mesh deformation. This imposes a fine dis-340

cretization in zones of biophysical gradients. A341

mesh convergence study, presented in Appendix342

B, has permitted to set adequate values of NTG343

and CFD mesh parameters.344

Moreover, one can model threshold phenom-345

ena with the piecewise-defined Macaulay function346

noted 〈·〉, for migration and dedifferentiation on347

vSMCs [12]. This may produce the arising of non-348

biophysical gradients in some regions. To avoid349

this, we introduce a modified Macaulay function350

(MMF), noted 〈·〉∗, which is smoother than 〈·〉.351

The MMF is352

〈x− x0〉∗ =

{
(x−(x0+lM ))2

4lM
, if x ∈ [x0 − lM , x0 + lM ] ,

〈x− x0〉, otherwise ,

(6)

with x0 a threshold value and lM the half smooth-353

ing distance. In the present study, this MMF func-354

tion replaces the Macaulay function in the SFPs,355

i.e. migration and dedifferentiation of vSMCs.356

2.3 Coupling methods in a357

bidimensional domain358

The coupling methods introduced in [12] are suit-359

able for 2D axisymmetric configuration. The cou-360

pling between hemodynamics/biochemistry and361

biochemistry/SFPs is the same as in the monodi-362

mensional case, except that WSS stimuli are now363

distributed over the length of the artery. The WSS364

stimulating each compartment is the magnitude365

τw of the WSS vector from CFD (equation (3b)),366

interpolated using cubic spline at each endothe-367

lium face centre of compartments. This allows to368

consider non-conforming meshes between luminal369

and parietal meshes, i.e. non-coincidence of ver-370

tices of the two domain meshes at the endothelial371

surface.372

A specific strategy is developed for the cou-373

pling between hemodynamics and arterial wall374

remodelling. From a separation of timescales of375

tissues growth and hemodynamics and as in other376

studies [1, 5, 6], we continue to assume loose cou-377

pling between arterial tissue dynamics and hemo-378

dynamics under the inward-hypertrophic remod-379

elling hypotheses [12]. As in our previous study,380

remodelling of the whole luminal mesh domain381

occurs if either of the following conditions is382

reached on any compartment383

V j
all − V j

w

V j
l

> 1 + ε , (7a)

V j
all − V j

w

V j
l

< 1− ε . (7b)

ε is a remodelling parameter indicating hemody-384

namics sensitivity to tissues growth. V j
all is the385

jth whole constant arterial volume, calculated as386

V j
all = ∆zjπ(Rj

ext)
2 with ∆zj and Rj

ext respectively387

the length of the compartment and the exter-388

nal radius of the jth compartment. V j
w is the jth389

time-dependent arterial wall volume defined from390

species dynamic evolution (see [12, eq. 12c] for391

definition). V j
l is the jth morphological-generation-392

dependent luminal volume calculated as V j
l =393

∆zjπ(Rj
l)
2

where Rj
l is the luminal radius of the jth394

compartment associated with the current hemo-395

dynamical generation. As soon as a remodelling396

is detected from the conditions (7), all the lumi-397

nal volumes V j
l are updated in accordance with398

the new arterial morphology. Considering criteri-399

ons (7), we compute for each compartment the400

ratio of the luminal volume at tissue growth401

timescale Vall − Vw over the luminal volume at402

hemodynamic timescale Vl. More precisly, (7a)403

corresponds to a tissue loss with an enlargement404

of the lumen, and (7b) corresponds to a tissue405

growth with luminal narrowing. Both criteria (7)406

are defined as terminal events, i.e. terminate the407
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time integration when an event occurs and modify408

the set of equations before a possible restart. The409

method of automatic detection of hemodynami-410

cal remodelling is a novelty compared to previous411

studies [1, 5, 6] which consider constant intervals412

between two consecutive remodellings.413

In monodimensional domain, the update of the414

morphology of an artery is trivial as we consider a415

unique compartment. Considering higher dimen-416

sion, after arterial wall discretization into com-417

partments, we integrate NTG times the system of418

equations (5). Related to the spatially–dependent419

dynamics of intimal hyperplasia, induced by WSS420

distributions and/or initial conditions, any com-421

partment can reach criteria (7). The strategy to422

handle correctly the update between two suc-423

cessive arterial generations is explained in the424

following, for the first arterial generation.425

From NTG initial conditions and histories at426

t = t0, the time-marching algorithm starts until427

the desired final time t = tf . If compartments428

experiment one of the terminal remodelling cri-429

teria (7), one has to locate the minimum instant430

from all compartments. This instant is the next431

restart time for the new time integration of (5)432

for all compartments of the parietal mesh, noted433

trestart, and it is defined as434

trestart = min
∀j

(tjf ) , (8)

with tjf the final time of the jth compartment.435

Once the restart time is known, we evaluate all the436

luminal radius of compartments along the artery437

at time t = trestart to calculate the arterial mor-438

phology of the next morphological generation :439

Rk+1(z) = Rj(trestart). Using Rk+1, we apply a440

mesh motion on the luminal mesh to generate the441

next one.442

Considering axisymmetric luminal morpholog-443

ical changes, we can manage mesh motion with a444

simple algebraic expression assuming only radial445

mesh vertices displacement while retaining good446

mesh properties over morphological changes, such447

as mesh non-orthogonality and skewness. An illus-448

tration of a CFD mesh motion is given in Figure 2449

where discreet compartmental radius Rj and the450

morphological changes R1(z) = R(trestart) are rep-451

resented. A cubic spline interpolation is used to452

evaluate luminal radius from the centre of com-453

partments to the vertices of the boundary surface454

Γe
l , noted Rl,Nr

1 (see Figure 2). Considering the455

mesh motion for the generation k+1, the algebraic456

relation for radial coordinate of the mesh vertices,457

noted rl,nk+1, read458

rl,nk+1 = rl,n0 El
k+1 (9)

with l and n respectively the longitudinal and459

the radial increment, rl,n0 radial position of initial460

mesh generation and El
k+1 = Rl,Nr

k+1 /R0 the radial461

deformation from initial configuration.462

Once the mesh is updated thanks to463

equation (9), a next cycle starts as: computing a464

new CFD simulation according to the novel arte-465

rial morphology and luminal mesh, then updating466

the set of equations (5) based on a new WSS distri-467

bution, and finally, restarting the time integration468

of IH model until reaching tf or detecting a new469

remodelling criteria and starting again the whole470

procedure.471

Another situation is the return to an equilib-472

rium state of the entire wall during the resorption473

of the pathology, or when a new equilibrium is474

reached as in our test-case [12]. We add, to the475

terminal remodelling criteria, a non-terminal stop-476

ping criterion and suppose that the arterial wall477

return to equilibrium if all compartments check478 ∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
[

dy†

dt†

]j∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ < ε , (10)

where ε is the equilibrium sensitivity parameter,479

||·|| the L2 norm and
[
dy†/dt†

]j
the dimensionless480

time derivative y of the jth compartment (see [12]481

for the definitions of dimensionless variables).482

2.4 Disendothelization models483

Considering the same approach as in our valida-484

tion test-case [12], we investigate the response of485

the artery to mechanically-induced local damages.486

A localized damage of the endothelial cell (EC)487

layer disturbs the homeostatic equilibrium of our488

model and it initiates a tissue growth response,489

already described in [12].490

These damages are imposed as initial condi-491

tions for the equations governing the evolution of492

ECs. They are limited to a defined region in the493

longitudinal direction in z ∈ [zl, zu] with zl and494

zu respectively the lower and upper longitudinal495

limits of the damages.496
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Fig. 2: Algebraic mesh motion strategy between two luminal meshes with (a) a first straight initial gen-
eration k = −1 and (b) a second deformed generation k = 0 at restart time trestart. Part of luminal mesh
(solid line with circular vertices) and parietal mesh (solid line with diamond vertices and compartment
labeled with index j) are illustrated on both sides of the endothelium surface Γe

l at the interface between
luminal domain Ωl and parietal domain Ωw. l and n are respectively increment in the longitudinal and
radial direction labeling vertices in meshes. Cubic spline interpolation (dashed line in (b)) of luminal

radius of compartments at t = trestart permit to evaluate new luminal vertices at Γe
l noted Rl,Nr

1 (sur-
rounded with square). Using the algebraic mesh motion relation (9), all the vertices of the luminal mesh
are moved as seen in (b).

Firstly, we consider, using hyperbolic tangent497

functions, a so-called bump damage (BD) of the498

form499

E†0(z) = 1 +
1− d0

2

[
tanh

(
−z − z

BD
l

δz

)
+

tanh

(
z − zBD

u

δz

)]
, (11a)

with E† the ECs count E divided by its maxi-500

mal value Emax, δz parameter to adjust the length501

of transition zone between healthy and damaged502

zone, d0 initial damage parameter and zBD
u,l limits503

of the damaged zone.504

Another gaussian damage (GD) is applied,505

using gaussian function, as506

E†0(z) = 1− d0 exp

(
− (z − zG)2

2σ2
G

)
, (12)

with zG centre of the damaged zone and σG507

the damage length control parameter. Lower and508

upper limits of GD are respectively defined as509

zGD
l = xG − 1.18σG and zGD

u = xG + 1.18σG so510

that for both damages we get E†0(zu,l) = 0.5.511

Figure 3 presents the two analytical dam-512

age functions chosen in equations (11) and (12).513

In a region of equivalent length, the considered514

damages model the following two types of dis-515

endothelization as516

• a focal damage, where endothelium is strongly517

injured on the major part of the damage zone518

and where transition between healthy and dam-519

aged zone is stiff;520

• a diffuse damage, where the disendothelization521

is severe on a small zone with smooth transition522

between healthy and damaged zone.523

The comparison of two different initial damages524

aims to quantify the influence of initial conditions525

on the lesion developments predicted by our model526

of IH in an axisymmetric artery at Re0 = 300.527
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Fig. 3: Gaussian (diamond symbols) and bump
(circle symbols) damages applied to the endothe-
lium at initial time. x-axis is the dimensionless
longitudinal position z/R0 and y-axis is the initial

value of E†0 = E0/Emax the rescaled endothelial
cells population with E the ECs count and Emax

the maximal value.

3 Results and Discussions528

First, we present in section 3.1 the macro-529

scopic spatio-temporal evolution of lesions with: in530

section 3.1.1, an analysis of remodelling dynamics531

via the detection of criteria (7); in section 3.1.2, a532

discussion on the dynamics of the luminal radius533

in both damages; in section 3.1.3, a comparison534

of mono- and bi-dimensional results in terms of535

luminal radius and WSS to discuss the main differ-536

ences between cases; in section 3.1.4, an evaluation537

of the mesh motion procedure as well as CFDs538

resolutions.539

Finally, we consider microscopic scales in540

section 3.2. The macroscopic dynamics is induced541

by the species dynamics, that we present in542

the following sections: 3.2.1, presenting the ECs543

regenerations; 3.2.2, discussing the various func-544

tional properties of vSMCs; 3.2.3, discussing the545

dynamics of sSMCs populations within intima and546

media layers and 3.2.4, presenting the composi-547

tion of intimal layer during the development of the548

lesions.549

3.1 Macroscopic lesion evolution550

3.1.1 Detection of remodelling criteria551

Firstly, we present the spatio-temporal evolution552

of the detection of criteria (7) inducing hemody-553

namical remodelling. As this type of automatic554

remodeling has never been implemented to our555

knowledge, we present in detail the detections556

of remodeling events which have a non-trivial557

behavior. Figure 4 shows the instants where hemo-558

dynamical remodellings are performed, for gaus-559

sian and bump damages. For each data point560

in this figure, a terminal event from criteria (7)561

has been located. Depending on the remodelling562

times, we report the associated dimensionless lon-563

gitudinal position within the artery of the com-564

partment which experimented this event, noted565

zc/R0, along with its dimensionless radius Rc/R0.566

This figure gives an overview of the dynamics of567

lesions through the evolutions of events detection.568

Reading this graph helps to locate longitudinal569

zones and time intervals of interest in the lesion570

developments.571

Between 0 and 10 days, both damages exhibit572

the same evolution of the detection of events573

spatially and temporally. The hotspots of tissues574

growth are localized at the centre of the dam-575

aged zones (z/R0 ∼ 20) and the compartmental576

radius Rc decrease is the same. During the first577

ten days, hotspots of tissues growth move slightly578

downstream of the initial maximal damaged point579

at z/R0 = 20.580

From day 10, GD and BD cases stop hav-581

ing the same behaviour. The GD compartmental582

radius RGD
c decrease slows down and reaches its583

minimal radius (RGD
c = 0.91R0) on day 19 and584

at longitudinal position zGD
c = 20.4R0. How-585

ever, the BD compartmental radius RBD
c still586

decreases until reaching a first minimal radius587

(RBD
c = 0.89R0) on day 17.6 at longitudinal posi-588

tion zBD
c = 20.8R0. During these two luminal589

radius decrease phases, the detected events are all590

of the narrowing type (7b).591

The two dynamics of criteria detection diverge592

around day 20. We begin with the discussion of593

GD lesion evolution, before that of the BD lesion594

in the next paragraph.595

For the GD case, there is a breakpoint in the596

lesion dynamics at day 21.5 materialized by the597

detection of a first enlargement criterion (7a) at598

longitudinal position zGD
c = 20.1R0. This new599

type of event detected produces a gap in zc/R0600
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Fig. 4: Instants of narrowing and enlargement events detected during the gaussian (GD) and bump (BD)
damages. Left y-axis: Longitudinal position normalized by the initial radius z/R0. Right y-axis: Luminal
radius normalized by R/R0 at the instant of detection. Vertical lines highlight the switch from one type
of event detected to another.

evolution (shown with vertical lines in Figure 4).601

This reflects the fact that, after approximately602

20 days in the zone initially damaged, there is603

a stronger resorption of the lesion in the ini-604

tial damaged zone than a tissue growth occurring605

downstream of z/R0 = 20 (see Figure 5). This606

lesion resorption has been presented in our previ-607

ous work [12] and will be discussed in section 3.2608

at the cellular scale. For t ∈ [21.5, 46.4] days,609

only enlargement criteria are detected in GD. At610

t = 47.7 days, another gap in zGD
c /R0 evolution611

is seen. It points out the detection of narrow-612

ing events (7b) localized downstream the initial613

damaged zone (zGD
c = 22.2R0). Finally, a last614

switch from narrowing to enlargement criterion is615

seen on day 65.6. Until t = 100 days, the GD616

compartmental radius RGD
c grows slowly.617

For the BD lesion, the first switch from narrow-618

ing to enlargement events is seen after that of GD619

on day 24 at longitudinal position zBD
c = 20.2R0.620

Between this instant and until day 35.3, only621

enlargement events are detected and the luminal622

radius RBD
c increases. From day 35.3 to day 57.2,623

the last switch of type of event, the lesion gets624

into another growing phase downstream the dam-625

aged zone. The BD lesion reaches the minimum626

compartmental luminal radius at event instants627

(Rc = 0.87R0) at t = 51.3 days at the longitudi-628

nal position zBD
c /R0 ∼ 22.5. Finally from day 57.5629

until t = 100 days, events detected are all of the630

enlargement type (7a) and RBD
c grows slowly as631

for GD lesion.632

In summary, the number of events detected633

after 100 simulated days for GD and BD lesion are634

respectively 110 and 249 for as many CFDs carried635

out. On day 100, the BD case causes about twice636

as many remodelling as the GD case, whereas at637

t ∼ 40 days the number of criteria detected for638

the GD and BD cases are respectively 63 and639

86. This important difference, in terms of num-640

ber of remodelling between the two cases, is due641

to the important phase of tissue growth down-642

stream of the initial damage in the BD lesion (see643

Figure 5). Thus, the lesion dynamics downstream644

of the initial injury, induced by the dynamics of645

the underlying vascular species, in the BD case646

is exacerbated compared to the GD case. We will647
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discuss the phases of narrowing observed down-648

stream of the initial damages seen in Figure 4, for649

the BD between zBD
c /R0 ∈ [22, 22.7] and for the650

GD between zEG
c /R0 ∈ [22.2, 22.5], in section 3.2651

by presenting the dynamics of vascular species in652

these zones.653

The minimum time interval between two suc-654

cessive hemodynamical generations is for the655

GD and BD cases respectively of 0.38 days656

(∼ 3.2892× 104 seconds) and 0.227 days (∼657

1.9613× 104 seconds). This result supports our658

hypothesis of timescale separation between tissue659

growth and hemodynamics, which assumes a suc-660

cession of quasi-static states over the course of661

pathological development.662

3.1.2 Evolution of the luminal radius663

We discuss the spatio-temporal evolutions of the664

luminal radius of arteries in the pseudo-color665

plots in Figures 5 (a,b). Throughout this arti-666

cle, plots of this type are obtained from Gouraud667

(bi-linear) interpolation of the data from the sim-668

ulations of the model on the compartmental mesh669

of the arterial wall. Figures 5 (a,b) allow the670

overall visualization of the onset of lesions and dis-671

placements downstream of the damaged zones. In672

addition, snapshot of luminal morphologies over673

several instants permit a quantitative compari-674

son between the two types of initial damages in675

Figures 5 (c,d).676

Regarding Figures 5 (a) and (b), and as677

already described with event detections in section678

3.1.1, we observe between 0 and 20 the lesion onset679

in the damaged zones for both cases. After 20680

days, the lesions develop downstream from the ini-681

tial injury, strongly for the BD lesion that reached682

the longitudinal position z ∼ 24.1R0 at day 100,683

and to a lesser extent for the GD lesion reaching684

z ∼ 22.9R0 at day 100. In both cases, this dis-685

placement is explained by the WSS distribution686

downstream the incipient lesion between 0 and 20687

days (see Figures 8 and 9) which induces a prone688

zone to hyperplasia (see Figure 12).689

We compare the maximum predicted stenoses690

in the two simulations. In GD case, the maximal691

lesion (Rl = 3.56 mm) is observed at t = 20.9 days692

at z ∼ 20.3R0. From there, the lesion decreases as693

it continuously moves downstream. On the con-694

trary, the maximal lesion in the BD case (Rl =695

3.439 mm) is observed at t = 54.1 days at z ∼696

22.5R0. Furthermore, we also observe in BD a697

growth of the same intensity (Rl(t = 20d, z ∼698

20.5R0) = 3.453 mm) at day 20 around the centre699

of the artery (see Figure 5 (d)). This highlights700

the main difference between the two models of701

damage: the BD lesion meets another important702

tissue growth phase during its downstream move-703

ment. Thus, the downstream zones of stenosis704

may be more prone to tissue growth induced by705

wall shear stress values, than the initially dam-706

aged zone where tissue growth is provoked by a707

disturbance of the homeostatic equilibrium.708

The difference of spatio-temporal evolution of709

Rl(t, z) is mainly due to the morphological dif-710

ferences of the lesions at short time which drive711

the longitudinal variation of WSS (see Figure 8).712

In GD case, the stenosis is smoother than in713

the BD case (see Figures 5 (c) and (d) at t =714

30, 40, 50 days). These morphological differences715

induce lower WSS downstream of the lesion for716

the BD case as shown in Figure 8 from t > 15717

days. Our model associated with the BD case718

therefore predicts an important growth phase not719

induced by the injury but by the distribution of720

WSS, which goes in the direction of the macro-721

scopic hypotheses on the importance of pathology-722

promoting zones with “disturbed flow” [15, 20].723

This result is built only from biochemical and724

cellular hypotheses proposed in [12]. We describe725

in section 3.2 the dynamics of vascular species726

inducing tissue growth in zones of low WSS.727

As soon as the lesion begins to move down-728

stream, this initiates self-maintenance of this dis-729

placement. Indeed, downstream of a developing730

stenosis, a new pathology-promoting zone will731

appear because of low WSS values. We refer the732

reader to Figure 9 showing the evolution of the733

minimum of WSS over the time and the lon-734

gitudinal position. These distributions of WSS735

explain the continuous downstream movement of736

the lesion which is indicated by arrows in Figure 5737

(a) and (b).738

3.1.3 Comparison between 1D and 2D739

geometries740

At the centre of the two damaged zones (z/R0 =741

20), we compare in Figure 6 axisymmetric and742

monodimensional results through the temporal743

evolution of luminal radius and WSS.744
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Fig. 5: Spatio-temporal evolution of the luminal radius Rl(t, z) for gaussian (a) and bump (b) damages.
x-axis is the dimensionless longitudinal position z/R0. For (a) and (b), y-axis is time in day. Arrows show
the displacement of lesions downstream of the initial damaged zones. Snapshots of Rl(t, z) at 10, 20, 30,
40, 50 and 60 days are drawn in GD (c) and BD (d) cases.

Figure 6 (a) presents the evolution of WSS745

between 0 and 100 days in 1D and axisymmet-746

ric cases. We observe the same global dynamics747

of WSS dictated by the phases of lumen narrow-748

ing and enlargement, respectively inducing the749

phase of increase and decrease of WSS. However,750

these phases have neither the same timescales nor751

the same amplitudes. We explain these differences752

because in the 1D case, we assume an infinitely753

pathological artery without taking into account754

the converging and diverging zones of the blood755

flow upstream and downstream of the stenosis756

resulting from the tissue growth. These zones of757

flow acceleration and deceleration, on either side758

of the lesion, produce this WSS-observed increase759

in the axisymmetric configuration.760

We also observe a deviation of the duration of761

the growth phase of WSS between mono- and bidi-762

mensional configuration, i.e. in GD τ = 18 days,763

in BD τ = 20.7 days and in 1D case τ = 22.6 days.764

These timescale deviations from 1D test-case, are765

due to the differences in the intensities of the WSS.766

Indeed, when the arterial wall is subjected to a767

WSS higher than the physiological-initial value,768

our model promotes lesion resorption to the detri-769

ment of tissue growth due to the bioavailability of770

growth factors. The higher the WSS, the greater771

the biochemical state of protection against tissue772

growth and the shorter the phase of tissue growth,773

e.g. with the minimum phase of growth (τ = 18774

days) for the maximum values of WSS. Thus, this775

contraction of the duration of tissue growth is776
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Fig. 6: Comparison between 1D case-test [12] (triangle symbols), GD (diamond symbols) and BD (circle
symbols) cases at the compartment localized at z/R0 = 20 between 0 and 100 days. (a) WSS normalized
by the physiological value τw/τ

ph
w along the arterial generations. (b) Normalized luminal radius Rl/R0 as

function of time.

maximum in the GD case, compared to the other777

cases, because the WSSs in this case are higher.778

Figure 6 (b) compares the evolution of the779

luminal radius for the three cases. As for the780

dynamics of the WSS, Rl/R0 follows the same781

phasic evolution with tissue growth followed by782

tissue loss. In bidimensional cases, the lesions783

are less severe than the 1D case, although they784

are induced by the same initial disendothelization785

(E†(t0, z = 20R0) = 1 − d0). It is mainly due786

to the higher WSS discussed below. It emerges787

from this comparison that the hypothesis of788

monodimensional configuration, i.e. an infinitely789

long damage, posed to test our model in a sim-790

ple one-dimensional configuration, has a strong791

importance on lesion development at z/R0 = 20792

especially at short time.793

3.1.4 Arterial generations: CFD794

resolutions and wall shear stress795

stimuli796

In Figure 7 (a), by plotting the maximum of the797

faces non-orthogonality parameter θmax
face returned798

by the checkMesh utility of OpenFOAM, we assess799

the quality of CFD meshes in GD and BD cases800

of all the arterial generations created from the801

moving mesh strategy introduced in section 2.3.802

As supposed, the variations of θmax
face in the GD803

case (maximum of 12.74 ° at the 85th gener-804

ation) are limited compared to the BD case805

which predicts stiffer luminal morphologies (see806

Figure 5 (d)). The θmax
face parameter in BD increase807

until a maximum (35.57 ° at the 92th generation)808

then decreases as tissue growth loses intensity (see809

Figure 5).810

To illustrate a mesh obtained by the alge-811

braic mesh motion algorithm in the period where812

θmax
face > 30°, we propose a ParaView visualiza-813

tion in Figure 7 (c) of 84th arterial generation at814

t = 39.9 days. The mesh, visible in black lines,815

is coloured by the non-orthogonality of cells field816

θmax
cell . The maximum non-orthogonality is local-817

ized downstream of the stenosis and near the wall,818

in the zone where the variations in the lumi-819

nal radius are stiffer. According to the maximum820

value of θmax
face in Figure 7 (a) and the general821

appearance of a stiff arterial morphology mesh in822

Figure 7 (c), we can validate the proposed alge-823

braic mesh motion strategy in the two types of824

damage considered here.825

We now study the convergence of hemody-826

namics simulations during the pathological devel-827

opment in the BD case. In Figure 7 (b), we828

plot, as a function of arterial generations, the829

final pressure and velocity normalized residuals830

of the SIMPLE algorithm. The values of the831

residues reported are those of the final state of832

the numerical resolution at each arterial genera-833

tion and not a continuous variation of residuals.834
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Fig. 7: (a) Maximum face non-orthogonality parameter θmax
face as a function of the generated luminal

meshes (number of arterial generations calculated) in gaussian damage (dashed lines) and bump damage
(solid lines). (b) Normalized residuals of pressure and velocity at the last SIMPLE iteration as a function
of arterial generations in BD case. (c) ParaView mesh visualization of the 84th arterial generation at
t = 39.9 days in the stenosis zone of the BD case. In pseudo-colors, the cell non-orthogonality parameter
field θmax

cell is presented.

This plot shows that all the hemodynamics sim-835

ulations are sufficiently converged. The maximum836

normalized residuals for all generations are respec-837

tively prmax = 3.29× 10−6, urzmax = 1.46× 10−6,838

urymax
= 3.96× 10−4, urxmax = 2.25× 10−4.839

Finally, to conclude on the macroscopic vari-840

ables, the spatio-temporal variations of WSS are841

presented. We show in Figure 8 the spatial varia-842

tions of WSS over several arterial generations in843

GD and BD cases. Since the two damage models844

present different lesion dynamics, there is no arte-845

rial generation having in common the same instant846

of remodelling in GD and BD. However, wishing847

to compare the WSS at equivalent times in both848

cases, we present in Figure 8 the hemodynamic849

generations having similar remodelling instants.850

These moments of generations — denoted by851

tkGD,kBD with kGD and kBD respectively the gen-852

erational indexes of GD and BD cases — are853

respectively t−1,−1 = 0 d, t6,6 = 10.0 d, t17,18 =854

14.8 d, t28,32 = 20.3 d, t36,41 = 24.9 d, t48,55 =855

30.0 d, t57,69 = 35.2 d et t63,83 = 39.9 d.856

As already compared at z/R0 = 20 (see Figure857

6), at short timescale in the strongly damaged858

zone, the WSS of the GD case is higher than that859

of the BD case. Quickly, from t = 20 days, the860

maximum of WSS in both cases move downstream861

of the initial damaged zone. In the meantime, a862

zone of low WSS (τw/τ
ph
w < 1) appears down-863

stream of the maximums. The form of the initial864

damage over time determines the forms taken by865

the lesion during its development and the resulting866
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Fig. 8: Spatial variations of the normalized magnitude of the wall shear stress τw/τ
ph
w for several arterial

generations for gaussian (diamond symbols) and bump damage (circle symbols).

WSS shapes. In the GD model, the lesion forms a867

rather intense peak up to t = 20 days (see Figure868

5) and we find this form in the spatial variation869

of the WSS for t = 10, 14.8, 20 days with a lower870

wall shear stress zone downstream.871

On the other hand, after 20 days, the loca-872

tions of the lowest WSS exerted downstream of873

the initial damage are correlated, with a delay874

effect, with the zones of tissue growth responsi-875

ble for the macroscopic lesion displacement (see876

Figure 5). After 20 days, the longitudinal distribu-877

tion of WSS drives the lesion dynamics according878

to Figure 5 and 8. The other important result to879

be drawn from Figure 8 is that the displacement880

of the maximum of WSS, as well as its value, is881

exacerbated in the BD model compared to the GD882

model. This remark also applies to the minima of883

WSS which are lower in bump damage.884

In order to quantify the displacement and the885

values of the extremum of WSS during the two886

models of damage, we follow respectively the tra-887

jectories of the maximum and the minimum of888

WSS at each arterial generation in the gaussian889

and bump damages, noted τmax
w (t, z), τmin

w (t, z),890

in Figures 9 (a) and (b). In BD, the maximum891

of τmax
w (t, z) appears during the phase of down-892

stream displacement of the lesion (at t = 47 days893

at z/R0 ∼ 22.3), while it is observed at t = 23894

days at z/R0 ∼ 20.3 in GD model. The minimum895

of τmin
w (t, z) occurs in time and space in BD and896

GD respectively at t ∼ 39 days and at z/R0 = 22.2897

and at t = 52.7 days and at z/R0 = 22.5. The898

bump damage induce smaller WSS values, e.g.899

τmin
w /τphw < 0.2, than the gaussian damage model.900

Moreover, according to this figure, no recircula-901

tion zone, detectable when τmin
w = 0, is generated902
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Fig. 9: Trajectories (solid lines) of the maximum (a) and minimum (b) normalized wall shear stress
τw/τ

ph
w during lesion development in the gaussian (diamond symbols) and the bump damage (circle

symbols). For a clear visualization of these three-dimensional trajectories, projections are proposed on
the planes (z/R0, τw/τ

ph
w ) and (t, τw/τ
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during the development of the lesion in both mod-903

els of damage. To quantify the delay between low904

levels of WSS and promotion of tissue growth pre-905

dicted by our model, we compare the instant and906

location of the smallest WSS value in BD (t ∼ 39907

days at z/R0 = 22.2) with the instant and loca-908

tion of the strongest stenosis (t = 54.1 days at909

z = 22.5R0). We notice a time lag of about 15 days910

between these two events while spatially these two911

extremes coincide.912

3.2 Spatio-temporal dynamics of913

tissues growth914

3.2.1 Endothelium regeneration915

We present the ECs response to the two mod-916

els of damage. Figures 10 (a) and (b) show the917

spatio-temporal evolution of the ECs population918

in term of E†(t, z), the rescaled EC count by its919

maximal value at each compartment as E†(t, z) =920

E(t, z)/Emax(z). ECs follow a logistic dynamics921

not coupled with other variables of the model,922

thus Figure 10 presents different logistic dynamics923

for each compartment which differ only from the924

initial condition applied. Figure 10 (c) shows the925

dynamics of ECs regeneration at four longitudi-926

nal positions respectively at z/R0 = 20, 21, 22, 24.927

The main difference between GD and BD cases928

is about the length of the severely damaged zone929

(E†(t0, z) < 0.5 or d(t0, z) > 0.5 with d = 1 −930

E†), according to our initial damage conditions931

defined in section 2.4. Depending on the initial932

level of damage, full re-endothelization is achieved933

between few hours (where d0 < 0.1) and 14 days934

(where d0 = 0.99) as seen in Figure 10 (c). The935

ranges of timescale of restoration of the EC layer,936

according to the degree of injury, is consistent with937

values reported in [12]. Endothelial regeneration938

in zones where d0 > 0.5 being longer because of939

the logistic dynamics, we observe in the BD that940

a large part of the initially injured zone is still sig-941

nificantly damaged (E†(t = 6d < 0.5) at t = 6942

days compared to the GD case, where a thin band943

centred on z/R0 = 20 still remains significantly944

damaged (Figure 10 (a)).945

We assess the consequences of these two mod-946

els of damage on the dynamics of vascular species947

below.948

3.2.2 Functional properties of vSMCs949

We discuss here the spatio-temporal evolution950

of functional properties of vSMCs linked with951

bioavailability of GFs and WSS stimuli [12].952

Figure 11 presents in each row the time evolution953

of functional properties for GD and BD cases. The954

first two columns of plots show their isocontours955
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in (z,t) plane, with a dashed line where SFPs is956

zero in order to show on/off switch or change of957

property sign. The third column of plots shows958

curves in time of the SFPs at relevant longitudinal959

positions along the artery.960

The first row of Figure 11 presents the intimal961

dedifferentiation ci(t, z) of cSMCs into sSMCs for962

GD (a) and BD (b). The spatio-temporal evolu-963

tion of ci is globally the same for both damages964

with a switch on at the centre of damaged zone965

from the beginning of the simulation and a switch966

off around days 22 in this same region. In regions967

downstream the initial damages, and to a lesser968

extent upstream, ci continue to be expressed (see969

contour of ci = 0 in dashed line in Figure 11 (a)970

and (b)) with even an increase in its intensity. In971

the damaged zones, the time interval where ci is972

switch on, by the use of MMFs, and the ci inten-973

sity are the same for both models of damage and974

1D case between 0 and 30 days (see Figure 11 (c)).975

The two differences between GD and BD can be976

seen in the length of the artery subject to pro-977

growth functional properties (greater in the BD978

case because of a strong damage more spread out)979

and in the dedifferentiation intensity downstream980

the damaged zones. The increase in dedifferentia-981

tion is stronger in the BD case than in GD case982

as seen in Figure 11 (c).983

The second row of Figure 11 presents for GD984

(a) and BD (b) the migration of vSMC within985

intima layer mi(t, z). Migration intensity and time986

interval are equivalent for both cases but the987

length of the artery subject to migration is greater988

in BD, due to the nature of the BD denudation989

(see Figure 10). Note that unlike ci, in any case990

migration (which use MMFs) is not triggered out-991

side of the injury areas, whether it be downstream992

or upstream (see Figure 11 (a) and (b)). The993

non-switch on outside damaged zones is mainly994

due to the choice of threshold migration value995

tm = 1.8, higher than threshold dedifferentiation996

value tc = 1.2 (see [12] for parameter values).997

Figure 11 (c) compares migration rates in 1D case,998

GD and BD at z/R0 = 20, 21. At z/R0 = 20, all999

cases are equivalent in intensity and duration of1000

the expression of migration, starting in all cases on1001

day 3.5. The only slightl difference is the end time1002

of migration, that occurs earlier in bidimensional1003

simulations.1004

The final row of Figure 11 concerns the1005

turnover rate of sSMCs, i.e. proliferation minus1006

apoptosis as ri = pi − ai, for GD (g), BD (h) and1007

a comparison of 1D case, GD and BD at positions1008

z/R0 = 20, 22 (i). As for migration and dedifferen-1009

tiation processes, the main difference between GD1010

ans BD is about the length of the artery prone to1011

cellular hyperplasia where ri > 0, highlighted with1012

an isocontour of ri = 0 in Figure 11 (g,h). The1013

ri = 0 contour highlights, from approximately 151014

days, the zone prone to hyperplasia and its motion1015

downstream of the initial damage. This displace-1016

ment is stronger with a higher intensity in BD case1017

with ri > 0.1 after 25 days (see Figure 11 (h,i)).1018

After 30 days, almost all the zone initially dam-1019

aged (z/R0 ∈ [19, 21]) expresses negative turnover1020

rates of sSMCs. Only the downstream zones have1021

positive turnover rates (see Figure 11 (g,h,i)).1022
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As in the 1D case, during the first two weeks,1023

the imbalance between cellular proliferation and1024

apoptosis leads to onset of lesions (seen Figure 5).1025

At z/R0 = 20, the instants when we switch from1026

cellular growth into cellular loss are in the GD1027

case at t = 16 days and in the BD case at t = 181028

days. Both instants appear before that of 1D case1029

at t = 21 days. In Figure 11 (i), we present the1030

evolution of ri in one downstream region of the ini-1031

tial damage at z/R0 = 22. This region is slightly1032

injured initially, i.e. d0 ≤ 0.5 (Figure 10), yet we1033

observe an increase of the functional property in1034

both GD and BD cases, with a greater one for BD1035

case. This increase in the turnover rate of sSMCs1036

is at the origin of the lesion development observed1037

downstream of the initially damaged zone, visible1038

in Figure 5, and it is due to the low WSS exerted1039

in this zone over this time interval (see Figures 81040

and 9 for t ∈ [10, 30] days).1041

3.2.3 Dynamics of sSMCs1042

We show in Figure 12 the predicted sSMCs1043

dynamics within intima and media layers between1044

0 and 100 days for the two considered cases.1045

These dynamics presented in this section results1046

directly from the spatio-temporal evolutions of1047

their functional properties described above.1048

The first row of Figure 12 shows the intimal1049

sSMCs dynamics through S†i (t, z), the counts of1050

SMCs Si(t, z) divided by it initial-physiological1051

compartmental count Sph
i (z). The two initial dam-1052

ages triggered a hyperplasia in the centre of the1053

damaged zones at short timescale within t < 201054

days. Rapidly, the lesions resorbed in the cen-1055

tral region as seen in Figure 12 (c). These two1056

phases of narrowing and enlargement, seen in the1057

1D case, are driven by SFPs dynamics which1058

itself is driven by GFs dynamics and WSS stim-1059

uli. Important intimal hyperplasia in the regions1060

downstream of the initial damages (z/R0 > 22)1061

is not seen in either GD or BD cases whereas1062

SFPs prone to tissue growth are expressed, e.g.1063

the turnover rates rGD,BD
i > 0 and dedifferenti-1064

ation rates cGD,BD
i > 0, which contribute to the1065

definition of pathology-promoting zones. This lack1066

of significant IH in these regions is due to the non-1067

migration of cells from the media to the intima1068

seen in Figures 11 (d,e,f). A further consequence1069

of the non-expression of cell migration is the pre-1070

diction of medial hyperplasia in the downstream1071

areas which we are now discussing.1072

The second row of Figure 12 shows the nor-1073

malized media count of sSMCs S†m(t, z). In both1074

damages, we observe a spatio-temporal dynamics1075

of a hyperplasia developing in the damaged zones1076

at short timescale (within t < 20 days) and then1077

mainly moving downstream the initial damaged1078

zones.1079

As described in [12], at short timescale, the1080

formation of the lesion is due to the denudation1081

of the endothelium which activates the functional1082

properties pro-growth of vSMCs. The predicted1083

intimal and medial hyperplasia phases in dam-1084

aged zones are shorter and weaker than the one1085

of 1D case (Figures 12 (c) and (f) at z/R0 = 20).1086

As seen in Figure 11 (i) for the intimal turnover,1087

this is provoked by a shorter interval prone to1088

cellular proliferation with ri,m > 0. Note that1089

the intensity of medial hyperplasia is maximal in1090

downstream regions where initial endothelial dam-1091

age was slight, i.e. d0 ≤ 0.5 (see Figure 10). The1092

maxima of medial sSMCs are for GD S†,max
m (t =1093

24.57d, z/R0 = 20.59) = 10.89 and for BD1094

S†,max
m (t = 52.28d, z/R0 = 22.46) = 14.54.1095

The narrowing phases downstream the initial1096

damage — discussed in section 3.1.1, for BD in1097

zBD/R0 ∈ [22, 22.6] and for GD in zBD/R0 ∈1098

[22.2, 22.4] (see in Figure 4) — are the consequence1099

of the spatio-temporal evolutions of sSMCs pre-1100

sented in this section. In both models of damage,1101

the increase of ri and switch on of ci in the down-1102

stream region of the initial damage promote tissue1103

growth and are due to the WSS distribution which1104

have, because of the lesion development, values1105

lower than the physiological one (τw/τ
ph
w < 1) (see1106

Figure 8 and 9). In that type of flow regions, it is1107

known that production of GFs by ECs and perme-1108

ability to plasma molecules are disturbed, which is1109

called “endothelial dysfunctions” [16]. Our model1110

succeeded in reproducing the characteristics of a1111

pathology-promoting zone, with ri > 0 and ci > 0,1112

in both intima (see Figure 11) and media (data not1113

shown), thanks to the multiple assumptions made1114

at various spatial and temporal scales [12]. The1115

only functional property not expressed in down-1116

stream regions is the migration. We has chosen1117

a threshold value for migration of tm = 1.8 to1118

fit experimental finding about cellular migration1119
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Fig. 11: Evolutions of the FPs of vSMCs in gaussian, bump and 1D case between 0 and 30 days. For
(a,b,d,e,g,h) plots, x-axis is the dimensionless longitudinal position z/R0 and y-axis is time in days. (c,f,i)
Time evolution of FPs at several longitudinal position. Intimal dedifferentiation rate of vSMCs ci(t, z) in
GD (a) and BD (b). Time evolution of ci in 1D, GD and BD cases (c). Intimal migration rates of vSMCs
mi(t, z) in GD (d) and BD (e). Time evolution of mi in 1D, GD and BD cases (f). Intimal turnover of
sSMCs ri(t, z) in GD (g) and BD (h). Time evolution of ri in 1D, GD and BD cases (i).

starting around t ∈ [2, 4] days [12]. Regarding1120

the absence of intimal hyperplasia in downstream1121

developing lesions, a inferior value will permit to1122

express this cellular functional property, e.g. the1123

value of tm = 1.2 has been tested and has permit-1124

ted to predict a intimal hyperplasia in downstream1125

regions in both type of damages [11].1126

By comparing the predictions of the IH model1127

according to the two types of damage, we observe1128

a tissue growth strongly modulated by the mor-1129

phology of the stenosis. Indeed, we note that in the1130

presence of a stenosis having a smooth and diffuse1131

morphology, like that induced by GD at t = 201132

days (see Figure 5 (c)), the hyperplastic response1133

of the model downstream of this stenosis is less1134

than that produced by the initial disendotheliza-1135

tion. On the contrary, for a stenosis having a stiff1136

and focal morphology, such as that induced by1137

the BD at t = 20 days (see Figure 5 (d)), the1138

hyperplastic response downstream of this steno-1139

sis is of a similar intensity to that induced by1140

disendothelization.1141

3.2.4 Composition of lesions1142

Figure 13 shows the spatio-temporal evolution of1143

the intimal layer composition in terms of the vol-1144

ume fraction ϕi(t, z) of vSMCs and ECM (collagen1145
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Fig. 12: Evolutions of intimal and medial rescaled sSMCs population, S†i,m, in GD, BD and 1D case
between 0 and 100 days. For (a,b,d,e) plots, x-axis is the dimensionless longitudinal position z/R0 and

y-axis is time in days. (c,f) Time evolution of S†i,m at several longitudinal positions. S†i in GD (a) and

BD (b). Time evolution of S†i in 1D, GD and BD cases (c). S†m in GD (d) and BD (e). Time evolution of
S†m in 1D, GD and BD cases (f).

in our model) for the two models of damage.1146

From initial time until 12 months post-damage,1147

we present the overall evolution as well as tempo-1148

ral evolutions at several characteristic longitudinal1149

positions in Figures 13 (e,f) compared to 1D1150

test-case results.1151

For each initial disendothelization, respectively1152

in Figures 13 (a,c) for GD and in Figures 13 (b,d)1153

for BD, we follow the maturation process of the1154

lesion along the artery. As in our monodimensional1155

test-case, during the lesion formation, we observe1156

an intima layer that is more cellular than fibrous.1157

Over time and especially in the centre of the ini-1158

tially damaged zone (19 < z/R0 < 21), the intima1159

becomes more fibrous and less cellular.1160

In both damages at the centre of the damaged1161

zone (z/R0 = 20), during the first 20 days, the1162

dynamics of volume fraction obtained in axisym-1163

metric configuration is identical to that of 1D case1164

(see Figures 13 (e,f)). However, between 1 and1165

12 months, the maturation process of the lesion1166

is different between 1D and axisymmetric config-1167

uration in both damages. Despite these different1168

behaviours, after one year in the GD and BD1169

cases, the lesion in the centre of the injury has an1170

equivalent composition to that of the 1D test-case1171

and the experiments from the literature, i.e. 80%1172

of ECM and 20 % of vSMCs [12].1173

Figure 13 informs also about the continuous1174

downstream displacement of the lesion which is1175

indicated by arrows in Figures 13 (a,b,c,d). At1176

12 months, the developing intimal hyperplasia in1177

GD and BD cases are respectively at z/R0 ∼ 24.81178

and z/R0 ∼ 28 (see Figures 13 (a,b). Over the1179

same duration of 12 months, BD case presents1180

a higher continuous downstream displacement of1181

the incipient lesion than the GD case. Thus, the1182

displacement velocity is greater in the BD case1183

compared to the GD case. During the first year1184

post-damage, in both disendothelization models,1185

the lesion displacement velocity decreases among1186

time, e.g. during the first 100 days (∼ 3.3 months),1187

the maximum volume fraction of vSMCs moves in1188

GD and BD cases respectively by 3R0 and 4.5R0,1189

while during the last 265 days (∼ 8.8 months), the1190

maximum moves in GD and BD cases respectively1191

by 1.83R0 and 3.5R0 (see Figures 13 (a,b)).1192

Downstream of the initial zone of damage, we1193

find for the volume fraction of vSMCs an increase1194

leading to a maximum then a decrease until the1195
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Fig. 13: Evolutions of intimal volume fractions ϕi(t, z) of vSMCs and ECM between 0 and 12 months. For
(a,b,c,d) plots, x-axis is the dimensionless longitudinal position z/R0 and y-axis is time in months. (e,f)
Time evolution of ϕi(t, z) at several longitudinal positions. ϕvSMC

i (t, z) in GD (a) and BD (b). ϕECM
i (t, z)

in GD (c) and BD (d). Time evolution of ϕi between 1D/GD cases (e) and between 1D/BD cases (f).
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stabilization of ϕvSMC
i . The inverse dynamics is1196

visible for ϕECM
i . It is interesting to underline that1197

downstream of the initial damage, and contrary to1198

what occurs at the centre, the lesions in both types1199

of injury are all, after one year, more composed of1200

vSMCs than of ECM, i.e. ϕvSMC
i (t, z/R0 ≥ 22) >1201

ϕECM
i (t, z/R0 ≥ 22). This characteristic compo-1202

sition arises from an absence of strong intimal1203

hyperplasia at short timescale. Indeed, in order1204

to obtain a lesion mainly composed of collagen at1205

long timescale, it is essential that a strong prolifer-1206

ation of vSMCs be expressed. We notice that each1207

peak of ϕvSMC precedes a strong increase in the1208

volume fraction of collagen ϕECM. This is particu-1209

larly clearly visible in axisymmetric configuration1210

for both damages in Figures 13 (e,f) at z/R0 = 20.1211

4 Conclusion and perspectives1212

In the present work, we apply our multiscale1213

model of intimal hyperplasia to an axisymmet-1214

ric artery in which a steady hemodynamics is1215

considered. The spatio-temporal evolution of two1216

types of lesion has been simulated considering two1217

models of disendothelization.1218

By considering two models of damage, we1219

assess the influence of this initial condition on the1220

spatio-temporal evolution of the lesion. The two1221

damages, focal for the bump damage (BD), and1222

diffuse for the gaussian damage (GD), induce, in1223

the disendothelized zone, similar lesions in terms1224

of morphology and composition. In these central1225

zones, focal- or diffuse-type hyperplastic lesions1226

develop over a period of 20 days post-damage.1227

Then, these hyperplasia vanish and the lesions1228

become more and more fibrous.1229

According to all our comparisons of the 1D1230

and axisymmetric cases, the main results vali-1231

dating the model in 1D test-case are observed1232

in an axisymmetric artery at the centre of the1233

damaged zone. By this comparison, we ensure1234

the non-regression of the axisymmetric predic-1235

tion compared to the validated results in 1D [12].1236

These main results found in the central damaged1237

zone of our axisymmetric artery (z/R0 = 20)1238

are: a short-lived intimal hyperplasia causing a1239

predominantly cellular lesion; long-term matura-1240

tion inducing a predominantly fibrous lesion with1241

80% of ECM and 20 % of vSMCs. However, due1242

to a more realistic geometrical configuration, the1243

dynamics predicted by the axisymmetric artery at1244

z/R0 = 20 is slightly different from that of the 1D1245

case.1246

After the 20th day, while the stenosis is max-1247

imal in the injured zones, our IH model predicts1248

a new hyperplastic development downstream of1249

the stenosis in BD and GD. This downstream1250

tissue growth is induced by zones of low WSS1251

downstream of the stenosis caused by initial dis-1252

endothelization. Our two simulations succeed to1253

capture accurately the downstream development1254

of lesion thanks to the automatic remodelling1255

criteria which permit to overcome constant remod-1256

elling intervals by considering remodeling frequen-1257

cies dependent on lesion dynamics. Macroscopi-1258

cally, the sensitivity of the model to pathology-1259

promoting and pathology-protective zones is qual-1260

itatively consistent with experimental results [15,1261

20]. This consistency only results from the mod-1262

elling of biological and biochemical hypotheses1263

made at the cellular scale [12].1264

As seen in our two simulations, the matu-1265

ration process of IH lesions is well captured by1266

our modelling because it is a direct consequence1267

of concurrency of three modeled mechanisms of1268

promotion/inhibition of IH [15], production of col-1269

lagen fiber by sSMCs and arterial remodeling.1270

At short timescale, the model predicts an incipi-1271

ent stenosis mainly cellular. Thus, because of the1272

growing stenosis and narrowing remodeling events1273

in the injured zone, the WSS increases which1274

inhibit cellular growth over time. At the same1275

time, downstream the damaged zone, the WSS1276

decrease below physiological value which promote1277

cellular growth. As we consider a loose coupling1278

between hemodynamics and arterial remodeling,1279

in both cell decrease or growth phases, remodeling1280

events of the arterial lumen permit to modulate1281

biochemical, cellular and fibrotic dynamics.1282

Nevertheless, we could not quantitatively val-1283

idate the predictions of our model in terms of1284

downstream lesion displacement resulting from1285

the consistency of areas of high and low levels1286

of WSS. Indeed, to our knowledge, there are no1287

experimental data on the spatio-temporal evolu-1288

tion of intimal hyperplasia lesion that we could1289

transpose to the in silico experiences of idealized1290

arteries undergoing disendothelizations proposed1291

in this work.1292

Lesion displacement is predicted in both dam-1293

ages following the appearance of lesions in the1294

initially disendothelized zones. The lesion moves1295
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continuously downstream with a speed of move-1296

ment influenced mainly by the morphology of the1297

stenosis. This displacement is self-sustained over1298

time by both the high WSS levels in the zone of1299

maximum stenosis promoting tissue decrease on1300

the one hand, and on the other hand, downstream1301

of the stenosis by the low WSS promoting tissue1302

growth.1303

According to the simulations presented in this1304

article, the initial damage plays a central role in1305

the genesis of intimal hyperplasia, while the local1306

WSS controls the spatio-temporal evolution of the1307

lesion after its onset. Thus, we found that the1308

morphology of the stenosis strongly influences the1309

spatial variation of WSS, which in turn affects the1310

dynamics of the tissue growth: a smooth and dif-1311

fuse stenosis morphology, as seen during GD lesion1312

development, results in less hyperplastic response1313

than stiff and focal stenosis morphology, induced1314

during the BD lesion development.1315

Our study opens the following perspectives by1316

suggesting possible improvements of the model.1317

Firstly, given the importance of endothelial1318

damage and regeneration on lesion development,1319

the model could be enriched by taking into1320

account hemodynamical influence of WSS on the1321

dynamics of endothelial cells as reviewed in [3, 14].1322

This improvement is totally feasible in our mod-1323

elling by considering a WSS-dependent prolifera-1324

tion rate in our equation for ECs dynamics which1325

may slow or accelerate proliferation depending on1326

flow conditions. As the process of regeneration1327

of ECs drives the genesis of IH, we assume that1328

this improvement of the model could be of great1329

interest.1330

Given the good agreement of (a) our axisym-1331

metric results in the central damage zone com-1332

pared to our 1D case validated, and (b) the1333

prediction of the model regarding the concept of1334

pathology promotion and protection zones, new in1335

silico experiments are called for to provide insights1336

of IH development all along the arterial tree.1337

These experiments will have to consider different1338

flow regimes, geometrical configurations and ini-1339

tial structures of the arterial wall regarding the1340

type of artery. The latter point will be challenging1341

as geometrical and cellular properties along the1342

arterial tree are scarce in literature.1343
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A Reproducibility data,1350

computational costs and1351

sensitivity analysis1352

For the sake of further studies, we present in1353

this section the reproducibility data in Tables 21354

and 3 and the computational costs of our two1355

disendothelization models simulations.1356

Numerical simulations were carried out in par-1357

allel on twelve processors of the PMCS2I of École1358

Centrale de Lyon. The simulations lasted 1.171359

days and 3.96 days respectively for the bump1360

damage (BD) and the gaussian damage (GD).1361

The axisymmetric artery geometry is more CPU1362

time consuming than the one in monodimensional1363

artery. For information, the computational cost of1364

1D test-case in [12] is about 0.2 minutes.1365

Because of the prohibitive computational cost1366

of the axisymmetric cases compared to the 1D1367

test-case, we perform a sensitivity study of the1368

parameters of our model only in the 1D configura-1369

tion. In [11, section 6.2], we propose a qualitative1370

and quantitative exploration of the parameter1371

space of our model using a methodology that nests1372

two Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) methods.1373

The realization of such sensitivity analysis meth-1374

ods in axisymmetric geometry could not have been1375

achieved because of its computational cost.1376

B Mesh convergence study1377

In this section, we present the convergence studies1378

used to set relevant mesh parameters for the pre-1379

sented simulations. These parameters define the1380

meshes of the luminal domain linked to CFD and1381

of the parietal domain linked to the model of1382

intimal hyperplasia. An illustration of the mesh1383

parameters of domains is proposed in Figure 141384

(d). The convergence studies were carried out on1385

the gaussian damage (GD). The fixed and variable1386

parameters of each study are presented in Table 4.1387
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A first study, shown in Figure 14 (a), impose1388

conformed meshes between luminal and parietal1389

meshes to choose the relevant discretization in the1390

damaged zone of parietal mesh. This figure shows,1391

as a function of the number of parietal mesh points1392

in the central zone of the GD case, NM
TG (see1393

Figure 14 (d)), the relative error of luminal radius1394

at t = 60 days, i.e. Rl(z, t = 60d), based on a finer1395

mesh which has NM
TG = 1301. From this study, we1396

choose NM
TG = 1001.1397

As the whole coupling between hemodynamics1398

and tissue growth is based on the WSS distribu-1399

tion, and regarding the strong influence of WSS1400

on vascular species dynamics (see Figure 12), the1401

most limiting factor for an accurate simulation1402

of a spatio-temporal lesion evolution is the WSS1403

computation. The more the hemodynamics will be1404

finely resolved in the near endothelium region, the1405

more precise the WSS will be obtained, within the1406

feasible simulation limit.1407

In order to evaluate the influence of the numer-1408

ical resolution of hemodynamics in axisymmetric1409

configuration, two parameters of the luminal mesh1410

were tested: discretization in the radial direction1411

and discretization in the longitudinal direction.1412

Imposing a constant radial compression of the1413

luminal mesh with a thickness of the near endothe-1414

lium cell of ∆y = 1× 10−5 m, we study the1415

influence of the number of points Ny and NM
z1416

respectively in Figure 14 (b) and (c). In Figure1417

14 (b), we observe a strong dependence of the1418

number of points of mesh in the radial direction,1419

with constant radial compression. From this study,1420

we choose Ny = 51. Fixing NM
TG = 1000, the1421

Figure 14 (c) shows the influence of the increase1422

in the longitudinal discretization of the luminal1423

mesh on the relative errors of the luminal radius1424

at t = 60 days, based on the finer luminal mesh1425

with NM
z /NM

TG = 8. From this study, we impose1426

the ratio NM
z /NM

TG = 7.1427
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Table 3: Definitions, values and units of the parameters of the model in a axisymmetric artery configu-
ration. The parameters are grouped in several topics sections. For other parameters not specified in this
table, refer to Tables in [12]. All the parameter values displayed in this table have been chosen. For mesh
parameters, an illustration of meshes is shown in Figure 14 (d).

Constant Description Value Units

Geometry of the axisymmetric artery

R0 Initial luminal radius 4× 10−3 m

Rext External wall radius 4.5× 10−3 m

LI Arterial inlet zone length 15 R0 m

LM Arterial central zone length 15 R0 m

LO Arterial outlet zone length 15 R0 m

Others parameters see [12, Table 1]

Models of disendothelization

zG Center of the damaged zone 8× 10−2 m

σG Damage length control parameter 6× 10−3 m

zBD
l Lower limit of damage 7.2× 10−2 m

zBD
u Upper limit of damage 8.8× 10−2 m

δz Transition length parameter 2× 10−3 m

Hemodynamics

Re0 Initial Reynolds number 3.0× 102 –

Others parameters see [12, Table 1]

Intimal hyperplasia model

lM Half smoothing distance of the MMF 5× 10−2 –

Others parameters see [12, Table 1]

Temporal integration

t0 Initial time 0 day

tf Final time 365 day

d0 Maximum initial damage parameter 9.9× 10−1 –

y0 Initial conditions ‡

h0 History conditions ‡

Others parameters see [12, Table 1]

Parietal mesh

N I,O
TG Number of parietal point in inlet and outlet arterial zones of length LI,O 2 –

NM
TG Number of parietal point in the central arterial zone of length LM 1001 –

NTG Total number of parietal compartiments 1002 –

Luminal mesh

N I,O
z Number of luminal point in the longitudinal direction at inlet/outlet arterial zones of length LI,O 401 –

NM
z Number of luminal point in the longitudinal direction at the central arterial zone of length LM 7000 –

Ny Number of luminal point in the radial direction. 51 –

∆y Thickness of the near endothelium cell 2× 10−5 m

N cell Total number of cells in the luminal mesh 389 950 –

CFD boundary condition

umax Maximal velocity at inlet 2.45× 10−1 m s−1

Rl,in Inlet radius 4× 10−3 m

pout Outlet pressure 0 Pa

CFD resolution parameters

NnnO Number of SIMPLE explicit non-orthogonal correction 4 –

pr Pressure residual tolerance 1× 10−6 –

ur Velocity residual tolerance 1× 10−6 –

Nmax Maximal number of SIMPLE iterations 1000 –

αe
u Velocity equation relaxation factor 0.7 –

αe
p Pressure equation relaxation factor 0.7 –

αf
u Velocity field relaxation factor 1 –

αf
p Pressure field relaxation factor 0.3 –

‡ Calculated from volume fractions of [12, Table 4]. Initial conditions and histories are functions of the volumes of compartiments.
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Table 4: Summary of the parameters of the luminal and parietal meshes in the three convergence studies
proposed in Figure 14. For an illustration of the construction of luminal and parietal meshes from these
parameters, see Figure 14 (d).

Fixed parameters Variable parameters

Conform meshes case (see Figure 14 (a))

Ny = 31, ∆y = 2× 10−5 m, N I,O
z = 401, N I,O

TG = 2, NM
TG ∈ [201, 1301] and NM

z = NM
TG

Variation in the radial direction for luminal mesh (see Figure 14 (b))

NM
z = 1000, N I,O

z = 201, ∆y = 1× 10−5 m, N I,O
TG = 2, NM

TG = 1000 Ny ∈ [11, 51]

Variation in the longitudinal direction for luminal mesh (see Figure 14 (c))

N I,O
z = 201, Ny = 32, ∆y = 1× 10−5 m, N I,O

TG = 2, NM
TG = 1000 Nz ∈ [1000, 7000]
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Fig. 14: Means and maximums of the relative error based on luminal radius at t = 60 days with respect
to the finer mesh in the gaussian damage. The fixed and variable parameters of each study are shown in
Table 4. (a) Relative errors as a function of the number of points in the longitudinal direction in the central
zone NM

z . The finer mesh has NM
z = 1301 points. This study impose conform meshes between luminal

and parietal domains. (b) Relative errors as a function of the number of points in the radial direction on
the luminal mesh Ny. The finer mesh has Ny = 51 points. This study impose constant radial compression
of the luminal mesh. (c) Relative errors as a function of the ratio between the number of longitudinal
points of luminal and parietal meshes for NM

TG = 1000. (d) Illustration in the plane of symmetry of the
artery of the meshes in the luminal and parietal domains with the various mesh parameters considered.
A hatched rectangle with red lines shows the initially damaged zone limited.
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